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Abstract—The accurate assessment of mobile network availability during large-scale natural disasters is essential for
ensuring effective preparation and fast response. However,
traditional network availability assessment models are ideal
and cannot effectively take into account the spatio-temporal
dynamics of mobile network failures in a disaster scenario.
Therefore, their evaluation results are generally inaccurate and
of coarse granularity, thus not meeting the strict requirements
for disaster preparation and response. In this paper, we propose
a data-driven analysis framework for the accurate assessment
of mobile network availability by integrating essential geographical features from various sources, e.g., seismic intensity
data, buildings and land usage data, base station location
data, and many other data in related studies. Furthermore, we
explore the spatio-temporal inter-correlations and dynamics of
several key factors of network failures and their impacts on
network availability by associating them with corresponding
geographical features in a disaster scenario. We demonstrate
our analysis framework with a synthetic earthquake scenario
in the Tokyo area and validate our analysis by comparing to
existing studies.
Index Terms—Spatio-Temporal Analysis; Big Data Driven;
Mobile Network Availability; Natural Disaster.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Large-scale natural hazards, i.e., earthquakes, tsunamis
and hurricanes, occur constantly worldwide. They cause
huge numbers of casualties and damage to human society,
especially in densely populated metropolitan areas such as
Tokyo. During such natural disasters, timely and smooth
communication between governments, affected populations,
and first responders is vital for disaster relief. Therefore,
mobile communication networks are supposed to be one
of the most critical infrastructures in such scenarios, as
mobile phones have become the most popular and primary
means of communication and accessing contents of interests.
High resilience to natural disasters has been a key design
characteristic of mobile networks. However, in many recent
natural disasters [1], the disruption of mobile networks has
usually spread to large geographical areas and continued for
a relatively long period of time, further magnifying chaos
and uncertainty.
To maintain the connectivity of mobile services during
large-scale disasters, Mobile Network Operators (MNOs)

have adopted many countermeasures that attempt to improve the resilience of their networks. For instance, NTT
DOCOMO, among other large MNOs, is reported to be
preparing for large-scale disasters by implementing larger
capacity back-up batteries/higher amounts of power generator fuel, extending coverage from still-alive base stations
(BSs), and deploying vehicle-mounted mobile BSs etc [2].
However, it is very challenging for MNOs to effectively
evaluate and efficiently deploy these countermeasures since
the damage situations are highly dynamic. Without better
knowledge on how the network availability changes both
spatially and temporally, all those existing countermeasures
would be compromised and thus be less effective in a
practical situation.
In this study, we consider mobile network availability
as the probability of maintaining network connectivity in
a specific geographical region and at a certain time after a
disaster occurs. Some similar definitions in the literature are
mobile network survivability, vulnerability, and reliability.
Over the last few years, the evaluation of mobile network
availability has been extensively investigated by the research
community [3]–[6]. Dharmaraja et al. [3] studied the reliability and survivability of the whole mobile network by
proposing a multi-level analytical model. Xie et al. [4] investigated the survivability of an infrastructure-based wireless
network by using a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC)
model that incorporates the correlated failures caused by
disaster propagation. Farooq et al. [5] further considered the
effects of arrival faults by using CTMC with the exponential
distribution for failures and recovery times. In addition,
Islam et al. [6] presented an incremental stochastic analysis
from node-level reliability to network-level reliability for a
family of wireless networks. However, these studies usually
make ideal assumptions that the network failures are spatially independent and identically distributed and temporally
following the Poisson arrival process. Hence, such work
is inapplicable in a complex scenario, such as large-scale
natural disasters, where the network failures are usually
correlated and dynamic. Moreover, disaster-incurred failures
are highly associated with geographical features, which, to

the best of our knowledge, has not been investigated in
previous studies.
In contrast to the normal scenario, disaster-incurred failures are the dominate cause of network disruptions in
disaster scenarios, as current mobile networks have a very
low rate of occurrence of normal failures caused by hardware/software faults and human misconfiguration. For instance, a report [7] from the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications (MIC) of Japan has revealed that power
failure resulted in approximately 85% of total disrupted
BSs in the case of the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake
(hereinafter referred to as the 2011 earthquake), with the second largest cause being physical damage. Although disasterincurred failures are usually characterized by complicated
spatio-temporal dynamics and inter-correlations that are difficult to model mathematically, they usually originate from
or are associated with the same geographical features. For
instance, both physical damage failure and power failure
may result from the vulnerability of buildings and facilities
in which the network equipment resides. In this sense, it
motivated us to exploit the relevant geographical features
for accurately assessing the network availability during disasters. In the filed of disaster assessment, [8], [9] analyzed
various property losses and human casualties in a series of
synthetic earthquakes near Tokyo with various real-world
geographical data. Inspired by these data-driven analysis
approaches, our previous work [10] analyzed and discussed
several preliminary results on network availability, with the
sole consideration of seismic data.
In this paper, we further extend our previous work by
proposing a comprehensive data-driven analysis framework
and incorporating more geographical features, such as land
and building types and BS spatial distributions, for the
accurate assessment of mobile network availability. Specifically, we make the following contributions in the area of
networking and disaster management:
• We propose a big-data-driven framework that incorporates various geographical features for the accurate
assessment of network availability in disaster scenarios.
• We derive mobile network availability by exploiting the
spatio-temporal correlation of multiple failure factors
associating with similar geographical features.
• We evaluate the spatio-temporal changes of network
availability extensively and validate our proposed
framework by comparing our results with existing studies.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we briefly introduce the data-driven analysis
framework that we propose to incorporate more essential
geographical features for the accurate assessment of mobile
network availability. In Section III, we demonstrate our
framework through a case study of a synthetic southern
Tokyo earthquake and elaborate on how we exploit the
dynamics and correlations between failure factors by associating them with geographical features. The assessment
of mobile network availability and further validation of our
analysis with related work are presented in Section IV, and

Fig. 1. Data analysis framework for assessing mobile network availability

finally, we conclude our study in Section V.
II. DATA A NALYSIS F RAMEWORK
In this section, we present our general data-driven analysis
framework, which grasps the essential geographical features
for the accurate assessment of network availability. Comparing to traditional methods for the analysis of network
availability with ideal failure assumptions, the data-driven
approach is promising in terms of providing a more accurate and fine-granularity analysis in a disaster scenario.
A diagram of our framework is presented in Fig. 1, in
which both geographical and mobile network features are
considered for analyzing network availability. Moreover, we
explore the spatio-temporal correlations and dynamics of
disaster-incurred failures by associating with these essential
geographical and network features. According to the recent
disaster reports on mobile networks [1], [7], two major
disaster-incurred failures are power failure and physical
damage failure, which together account for more than 99%
of all network failures [11]. Therefore, we concentrate our
analysis on these two types of failure in our framework.
Network features, such as topology, have been extensively
considered in traditional method for network availability
analysis. In our framework, we further consider geographical features, including natural hazard information, land
and building types and their geographical distributions,
and BS locations. Incorporating more geographical features
could improve the quality of analysis although most of the
data cannot be easily obtained. However, this situation has
changed as Big Data research has pushed many government
agencies and organizations to share their data publicly.
To accurately assess network availability, some essential
geographical data, such as hazards and building data, are
necessary for our analysis.
Power failure is the most dominate failure cause of
mobile network in a disaster scenario. Directly modeling and
analyzing its behavior are difficult, as it spreads randomly
in a geographical area and evolves over time in a very complicated manner. Therefore, according to its spatio-temporal
characteristics, we decouple power failure into three interacting factors: power outage geographical distributions, backup
power drains, and power recovery processes. Each factor

further depends on one or several geographical and network
features. For example, power outages caused by natural
hazards also depend on the vulnerability of corresponding
buildings in that area. The backup power geographical
deployment depends on the type of BS, and power recovery
is affected by the damage situation. As a result, to analyze
and model the behavior of power failure and its affecting
factors, we only need to leverage the data of corresponding
geographical and network features. A similar methodology
can be applied to the analysis of physical damage failure, where physical damage spatial distribution, redundancy
design in network topology, and damage recovery interact
with each other, forming the spatio-temporal dynamics of
damage failure. In addition, these factors are all associated
with one or more geographical and network features. For
example, physical damage, including back-haul cutoff and
BS collapse, is obviously affected by hazards and buildings.
Considering that a certain level of redundancy design has
already been deployed by most MNOs, the disrupted nodes
and links in the network will be backed up with redundant
routes or extensible coverage to some extent. By exploring
the data of these features, we can derive the spatio-temporal
behavior of damage failure. In addition, it can be clearly seen
that both power and damage failures are actually affected
by several common geographical features, which are the
essential features in our framework.
Finally, based on the above analysis, we can derive the
network availability in a specific area and at a specific time,
by integrating the effects of two major failures and their
factors. Similar to related data analysis studies for disaster
assessment [8], [9], the spatial calculation can be based on
either mesh grids or administrative regions or even any shape
of interest, which is up to the granularity of available data.
The temporal dynamics are mainly brought about by the
power recovery, backup power drain, and network recovery
processes. Thus, let us index the spatial unit as i and denote t
as the time after the natural disaster occurs. The probabilistic
network availability PAi,t in area i at time t can be expressed
via Eq. (1).
PAi,t = 1 − [1 − (1 − Po Pb (1 − Pr ))(1 − Pd )]N
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Fig. 2. Seismic intensity of synthetic southern Tokyo earthquake with M7.3
[12].
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where Po (i) is the power outage probability at area i , Pb (t)
is the probability of depleted backup power of a BS at time
t, and Pr (i, t) is the power recovery ratio at time t. Pd (i) is
the probability of disrupted BSs caused by physical damage,
including collapse and backhaul connection cutoff at area i.
Note that N (i) is defined as the number of BSs in area
i, where these BSs can extend their coverage to back each
other up. In the next section, we further demonstrate our
proposed framework through a real-world data-driven case
study.
III. C ASE S TUDY: S YNTHETIC S OUTHERN T OKYO
E ARTHQUAKE
In this section, we specifically consider a synthetic southern Tokyo earthquake to demonstrate how we leverage the
available data to assess the probabilistic network availability
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Fig. 4. BS density of NTT DOCOMO in Tokyo.

based on our proposed analysis framework. We first introduce the three datasets used for our analysis: the seismic
intensity distribution of the synthetic earthquake, land use
and building types, and BS locations. Then, we develop
several key connections associating the geographical features
to the factors affecting failures.

Fig. 5. BS physical damage ratio.

Fig. 6. Power outage ratio.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF PHYSICAL DAMAGE RATIO FUNCTION .

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE POWER OUTAGE RATIO FUNCTION .

Mean µ
Standard deviation σ
*

Class I

Class II

Class III

7.0500
0.5400

-0.3678*
0.5970

-1.0968*
0.8229

Note that the mean value corresponds to the functions
ΦII,III , where its independent variable is expressed in Eq.
(4).

Mean µ
Standard deviation σ
*

Class I

Class II

Class III

6.2500
0.3900

-1.7098*
0.6846

-2.3568*
0.5129

Note that the mean value corresponds to the functions
ΦII,III , where its independent variable is expressed in Eq.
(4).

A. Earthquake Scenario

B. Land Usage

Japan is a country with frequent earthquakes due to its
special geographical location on the earth. It is predicted
that there is an up to 70% chance that an earthquake of
at least magnitude 7 will occur in the Tokyo metropolitan
area within 30 years [13]. For this predicted earthquake,
there are a total of 19 different patterns considered by the
committee of disaster prevention of the Japan Cabinet office
[12] for disaster prevention planning. The dataset is available
for research-only purposes by request. The southern Tokyo
earthquake pattern used in our case study is the scenario
with the epicenter nearest to the center of Tokyo, which is
illustrated in Fig. 2. This earthquake is estimated to be of
magnitude 7.3, and its maximal JMA instrumental seismic
intensity is 6.6 located at Tokyo bay area. The whole downtown of Tokyo and the coast area of Tokyo bay suffers from
a shaking intensity of greater than 6. The dataset is provided
in the form of 250m square mesh grid covering most of the
Kanto area, thus, we can obtain a 250m × 250m granularity
in our assessment, which is considerably more accurate than
existing studies for such large-scale disaster assessment. In
addition, we can feed live data into our framework for the
real-time assessment of disaster if an earthquake occurs. For
example, real-time data can be obtained from the public Knet database [14] of the National Research Institute for Earth
Science and Disaster Resilience (NIED). K-net is a network
of strong-motion seismographs installed at approximately
1,000 locations nationwide and constantly monitors the earth
shaking. In this paper, we use the synthetic dataset of
potential earthquakes to assess the network availability for
preparation purposes.

Fig. 3 shows the geographical distribution of land utilization in our area of interest. The dataset is publicly available
from the website of national land numerical information,
which is provided by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,
Transport and Tourism of Japan [15]. The data are provided
in a 100m mesh grid, thus, we transformed it to have the
same spatial granularity as the earthquake data. The land
use has been classified into many detailed types such as
field, forest, building, and lake. Since most building damage
investigations due to earthquakes focus on a limited number
of building structures, we further approximately grouped
these land usage types into three classes based on the
similar vulnerabilities of three basic building types, which
are similarly considered in related studies [8], [9], [16].
Specifically, we consider high and new buildings and similar
structures with strong earthquake resistance as Class I, normal buildings and similar structures as Class II, and wooden
and dense low buildings with low earthquake resistance as
Class III. By doing this, we can easily adopt related function
models from previous work.
C. BS information
We obtained the BS information in Tokyo area from
the website of OpenCellID [17]. OpenCellID is a crowdsourcing project that collects network information worldwide. Obviously, the crowd-sourced data should contain a
certain level of noise. We further process the raw data by
filtering out the BSs with unrealistic locations or coverage.
We extract all the BS data belonging to NTT DOCOMO,
the largest MNO in Japan, as our research target.

Fig. 7. Base station backup battery drain ratio [11].

Fig. 8. Power recovery ratio.

TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF THE BATTERY DRAIN RATIO FUNCTION .

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF THE POWER RECOVERY RATIO FUNCTION .

p1
p2

Coefficients (95% confidence bounds)

Pd (i)

< 30%

30% − 60%

> 60%

4.07 (3.833, 4.308)
-7.993 (-12.09, -3.899)

Mean µ
Standard deviation σ

1.99
0.392

3.69
1.64

6.85
2.58

D. BS Physical Damage Ratio
The most direct damage due to an earthquake is building
collapse, which causes damage to network infrastructure
buildings as well. Since network infrastructure can be taken
as a special type of building and since its damage is highly
affected by its surrounding geographical features, we adopt
the building collapse ratio function proposed in [8], [9], [16]
as our BS damage ratio function and further calibrate the
parameters based on the report of NTT DOCOMO’s network
damage from the 2011 earthquake [11]. This approach is
reasonable since most of the BSs are rooftop BSs installed
on the roofs of normal buildings, especially in area such
as Tokyo. The curves of the BS physical damage ratio
functions in terms of seismic intensity are shown in Fig.
5 with the different parameters in Table I. Three types of
ratios PdI , PdII , and PdIII are considered according to the
three classes of land use. The function of class I is adopted
from [8], and the functions of classes II and III are adopted
from [16], which, at area i, can be expressed as
(
PdI = ΦI (SI(i))
(2)
PdII,III = ΦII,III (f (i))
where Φµ,σ is the cumulative normal distribution function,
expressed as
1
x−µ
Φ(x) = [1 + erf ( √ )]
2
σ 2

(3)

The parameters µ, σ vary with the building class in different
areas i, and the seismic intensity SI varies between areas as
well. It is worth noting that the independent variables of the
functions for Class II and III are functions of SI(i), which
can be expressed as
f (i) =

SI(i) − a
1
ln(
)
c
b

(4)

According to [16], the variables a, b, and c are set to 0.88746, 7.807897, and 0.086492 for complete destruction.
E. Power Outage Ratio
As previously mentioned, the major cause of disrupted
base stations is power failure. One of the key factors
affecting power failure is the power outage ratio immediately
after the earthquake occurs. The study in [18] proposed a
power outage ratio function based on their surveyed data in
the case of the 2011 earthquake. However, it only considered
the effects of seismic intensity, which is unrealistic without
consideration of the vulnerability of buildings. Hence, we
rebuild their function models by incorporating building collapse functions as in [8], [16]. Similar to the damage ratio
function, the power outage ratio function also follows the
cumulative normal distribution, which can be expressed as
(
PoI (i) = ΦI (SI(i))
(5)
PoII,III (i) = ΦII,III (f (i))
where the parameters µ, σ for Φ depend on the building
classes and f (i) is expressed as Eq. (4). They are shown in
Table II for different classes of buildings, and their curves
are drawn in Fig. 6.
F. Battery Drain Ratio
The dynamics of power failure are largely affected by the
backup power of BSs, especially in the first 24 hours after
a disaster. When a BS goes off-grid, it will automatically
switch to its batteries. However, public materials containing
detailed information about the backup power of BSs are
minimal. Thus, we can only consider an averaged drain ratio
of BS batteries based on a very limited set of data without
any spatial detail, which can be obtained in the report [11].
The data and battery drain ratio curve is shown in Fig. 7. The
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Fig. 9. Spatio-temporal network availability changes.
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TABLE V

C OMPARISON OF AVERAGE NETWORK AVAILABILITY WITH RELATED STUDIES [7], [8].
Time after earthquake occurred

Just occurred

12 hours

24 hours

2 days

3 days

7 days

Our results
Results in [8]
2011 earthquake [7]

98.4%
96%
76.5%

89.6%
82.3%

59.1%
54%
53%

86.1%
79.5%

95%
80.9%

98.3%
96%
87.6%

function is fitted with the following parameters in Table III
and can be expressed as
Pb (t) = p1 t + p2 ,

t ∈ [3, 25]

(6)

Since a majority of BSs are equipped with batteries in the
Tokyo area, we do not lose significant accuracy by using
this general battery drain ratio.
G. Power Recovery Ratio
Another factor affecting dynamic power failure is the
power recovery process, which is dependent on both geographical features and time. The study in [18] proposed
a power recovery ratio function based on their surveyed
data for the case of the 2011 earthquake. However, as
explained above, their function also did not consider building
vulnerability. Therefore, we incorporate the building collapse
function so that we can express the power recovery ratio
function as
Pr (i, t) = Φ(t)
(7)
where the mean and standard deviation µ, σ for the cumulative normal distribution function Φ depends on the value of
the BS damage ratio, i.e., the building collapse ratio, which
is shown in Table IV.

IV. S PATIO -T EMPORAL A NALYSIS AND C OMPARISON
In this section, we first present our data analysis results
by visualizing them on the map. Then, our average network
availability estimation results are compared with related
studies. Through the case study of the scenario involving
the synthetic southern Tokyo earthquake in the last section,
the final spatio-temporal change in network availability is
illustrated in Fig.9. We visualize this using a Geographical
Information System (GIS) software, which can clearly show
how the network availability varies both spatially and temporally. There are 6 snapshots demonstrated through Fig.
9a to Fig. 9f, representing the geographical distribution of
probabilistic network availability 0, 12, and 24 hours and 2,
3, and 7 days after the earthquake occurred. Generally, it can
be seen that the network availability is greatly influenced
by the building class distribution spatially and the lasting
time of backup power temporally. The wooden and dense
building areas are the most critical areas in terms of losing
network coverage, and the slow recovery in this area makes
the situation even worse. From the perspective of time, the
period from 1 to 2 days is the worst time period since
most of the BSs in the power outage area are running out
of their backup power. These spatio-temporal estimations
based on our data analysis could be valuable for MNOs and

government for disaster management. For example, MNOs
can further optimize their countermeasures, such as installing
more backup power in areas with higher power outage
probability, and prepare more response resources, such as
mobile BSs, near areas with higher building collapse ratio.
To validate our analysis, we further compare our results
with related studies, as shown in Table V. We only compare
the average network availability since the study in [8] and the
statistical data of the 2011 earthquake [7] are not provided
with a finer granularity. The study in [8] was conducted by
experts organized by the government and utilized substantial
detailed data in their analysis, that are unavailable to the
public. However, our results, based on a very limited number
of datasets, is quite close to their results, thus validating
the accuracy and effectiveness of our proposed data analysis
framework. We further compare the 2011 earthquake here
since it is the most recent and nearest earthquake to Tokyo.
Note that there are two differences between our results and
the 2011 earthquake. First, the network availability is very
low immediately after the 2011 earthquake, which can be
explained considering the higher ratio of physically damaged
BSs. Due to the overwhelming tsunami, the physical damage
ratio for all BSs was as high as 42% in the Tohoku area,
compared to 3.5% in the Tokyo area. This dramatically decreased the network availability in the few minutes after the
earthquake occurred. Second, because of the great tsunami,
the recovery process was quite slow in the 2011 earthquake,
compared to the synthetic earthquake scenario, which does
not cause a tsunami.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a novel data-driven framework
for assessing mobile network availability after large-scale
natural disasters. Our proposed framework effectively captures the spatio-temporal dynamics of network availability
by leveraging various data sources and the inter-correlations
between data and failure characteristics. Comparing to existing network availability works, our framework delivers much
finer granularity prediction both spatially and temporally. We
then evaluated the framework with a synthetic earthquake in
the Tokyo area and demonstrated the spatio-temporal evolution of mobile network availability. Finally, we validated
our framework by comparing with existing studies.
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